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     Hockey That’s Fresh, Not Frozen
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ScoreS ’n More

With the heat of the Week 5 midday sun at the 
BGC Rink, players appreciated the NCHL’s 
new lightweight and breathable jerseys.

Squirt Division
S3 Dr. Alborzi defeated 
S2 Dr. Halterman 2-1 in  
Overtime Shootout

After making several defensive stops in the 
final seconds of regulation, Sydney Gallant put 
her personal stamp on the game as she scored in 
the fourth round of the overtime shootout to win 
the tight defensive struggle for Dr. Alborzi. 

Sam Louderback scored the first goal of the 
game with 2:44 remaining in the first period as 
he backhanded in his own rebound. With just 
:59 left in middle period of the defensive battle, 
Amirsehhi took a Logan Bautista pass to tie the score. Trevor Keller 
made 10 first-half saves, and stopping Karsten Lansing cold. 

The game stayed deadlocked the rest of the way, with Nolan 
Gallant and Keenan Johnston breaking up several passes mid-rink  
to deny scoring chances from Eric Martin and Travis Hamilton. 
Sasha Kulda made 5 second-half saves and with the clock ticking 
down Sydney Gallant (wo)maneuvered in front of the goal and in the 
path of a couple of shots by Logan Bautista and Chase Hebb, setting 
the stage for her own late heroics. 

After ending regulation and 5 minutes of bonus time tied at 1-1, 
the teams prepared for a rematch in the overtime shootout. Ryan 
Amirsehhi opened the shootout for Dr. Halterman with a slapshot 
just inside the post. In the third round, Sam Louderback scored for 
Dr. Alborzi on a low slapshot to tie the game. 

After the first overtime shootout score, Joel Glasman  
then stopped the next 4 attempts to preserve the victory for  
Dr. Alborzi, which prevailed over Dr. Halterman in a  
shootout for the second time in two weeks. 

With intense concentration and his eyes focused on the eyes of the incoming skater, goalie Joel 
Glasman stayed down and smothered the final shootout attempt of Travis Hamilton.

STANDINGS
    
BANTAM W L OTL Pt GF GA
B3-HMB Lions Club 4 3 0 8 42 53
B2-Ocean Shore Hardware 3 3 0 6 43 32
B1-Christine Maren Salon 3 4 0 6 44 44  

PEEWEE W L OTL Pt GF GA
P4-Dr. Maahs 5 0 0 10 35 18
P3-Islander Construction 2 3 1 5 30 23
P2-Dr. Stasun 2 3 0 4 22 29
P1-Dr. Moody 1 4 0 2 15 32

SQUIRT W L OTL Pt GF GA
S1-Pastorino Hay 5 2 0 10 28 16 
S3-Dr. Alborzi 4 3 1 9 15 12 
S2-Dr. Halterman 1 5 2 4 12 27 
   
W=Wins;  L=Losses; OTL=Overtime Losses; Pt=Points;
GF=Goals For;  GA=Goals Against      as of 6/28/09

Move over Eric, Marc, 
Jordan and Jared Staal, the 
Gallant family is taking dead 
aim at your NCHL sibling 
dynasty. Nolan and Sydney 
Gallant have scored two of 
only four overtime shootout 
goals, leading their team to 
victory both times. Sydney 
scored on a low slapshot 
for the skateoff goal (think 
“walkoff HR”) in the fourth 
round of the pressure-
packed shootout last  
Sunday morning. Brother 
Nolan scored the only  
shootout goal for  
Dr. Halterman in its June 14 
shootout with Dr. Alborzi. 

At left, sharpshooter  
Sydney Gallant

Bantam Division
B1 Christine Maren Salon outscored 
B3 HMB Lions Club 10-5

The two high-scoring Bantam teams put on a scoring display in 
the day’s final game, as Christine Maren Salon led wire-to-wire in 
the 10-5 win over the division leaders. Four players had hat tricks 
in the high-scoring affair that saw Christine Maren Salon move to 
3-4 on the year, as Chris Bradley made 16 saves, including several 
important early ones.

Jack DeWitt set the early pace with his first of 3 a low wrap-
around at the 4:08 mark of the opening 10 minutes. Evan Farbstein 
added his first of 3 when he skated to the far side of the net and 
fired in a forehand from an impossible angle 1:43 later. DeWitt 
then ended the first-period scoring when he forced a turnover and 
flashed some fancy stickhandling and sent in a high wrister. 

Farbstein made it 4-0 just 1:07 into the second on a high fore-
hand, though the legs of a high-school teammate, but Joe Wenzell 
got one back on a wicked high wrister past the goalie’s glove. 

Devlin Rocha broke out of his scoring slump in a big way, as he 
found the twine for his first of 3 goals to restore Christine Maren 
Salon’s 4-goal lead. Farbstein then called the shot for his grand-
mother as he gathered in a DeWitt pass and put in a high forehand 
for his hat trick and his Bantam division-leading 20th goal. 

DeWitt then flashed his range of skills as he left a perfect drop 
pass for Noah Weinstein, who went high forehand for the team’s 
7th goal.Weinstein then returned the favor, when he and Farbstein 
shuffled the puck between them before finding an open DeWitt for 
his third of the day and 15th of the season. 

Guest player Dimitri Weinstein hustled hard playing two-way 
hockey, and his efforts were rewarded when he sent Tyler Olson 
and Wenzell in on an odd-man rush, and Wenzell went high-stick 
side to cut it to 8-2 at the half. 

Sam Vaughn moved to the blue line in the second half, and the 
HMB Lions Club defense stiffened in the final 20 minutes. Dante 
DiNapoli came up big on several shots on the way to 26 saves. 

Only Rocha was able to penetrate the HMB Lions Club defense, 
possibly because their coach told them to “mark” #22, but they 
were unable to locate him. Displaying a unique fashion sense, 
Rocha went inside-out with his jersey and his moves to score on a 
forehand to the stick side in the third, then on a slapshot from the 

right faceoff circle to end the scoring for Christine Maren Salon. 
Attempting to become the NCHL’s first 20-20 player, Farbstein’s 

second assist doubled his assist total and lowered his Goal-to-Assist 
Ratio from 10:1 all the way to 5:1. 

Dimitri Weinstein one-timed an Olson pass and then Olson tipped 
in a slapshot for HMB Lions Club’s final tally. 

The HMB Lions Club dropped to 4-3 on the season. In a statisti-
cal oddity, the HMB Lions Club leads the Bantam division despite 
scoring the fewest goals (42) and allowing the most (53).

Two and a Half Men?

Islander Construction PeeWee defender Charlie Miller (left) seems 
to have melted into the rink aside goalie Kiernan Gillooley (or is it 
“Goalie-ooley?) and Travis Modena as they grabbed a much-needed 
rest on a simmering Sunday at the Boys and Girls Club Rink.  
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S3 Dr. Alborzi beat S1 Pastorino Hay 4-2
Dr. Alborzi moved to 4-3-1 on the year, as team teal held off a 

rally from the Squirt division-leading Pastorino Hay team. 
Dr. Alborzi built an early lead when Joel Glasman perched 

in the top of the crease and put in a 5-hole forehand with 3:39 
elapsed in the first. He made it 2-0 when he took a faceoff and 
skated to the net, scoring through the 5-hole 1:38 later. 

Luca Padua got one back for Pastorino Hay when he skated in 
from the left faceoff circle and put in a sharp-angle backhand to 
cut the lead to 2-1, for his Squirt-leading 13th goal of the season.

Billy Ginna shed his goalie gear and took the second period 
opening faceoff, skated in and around the defense, and took just 
:10 to score a low forehand that tied the game.

Keenan Johnston and Cameron DeVry were unable to score 
past the defense of Patrick Hurley and Andrew Vana, Glasman 
got his hat trick on a forehand through the 5-hole with 4:30 left in 
the second, and Nolan Gallant scored on a wraparound to restore 
the 2-goal lead. 

Sam Louderback broke up rushes of Tegan Mansell and 
Mason Liaghat while Patrick Ginna back checked effectively. 

Sydney Gallant made 8 saves, while Joey Garcia stopped  
5 shots for Pastorino Hay, which fell to 5-2 on the season. 

Displaying a unique sartorial style, #     Devlin Rocha -- obviously 
inspired by his dad Greg Rocha’s inside-out moves in Saturday’s 
Adult Pickup Puck -- scored    goals in Christine Maren’s 10-5 
victory over Bantam division-leading HMB Lions Club.
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SF Giants Hat Trick Hats
Five more players joined the ranks of first-time SF Giants 

Hat Trick Hats winners in Week 5. Hat tricks were scored 
by the following players (first time winners in bold): North 
Cossman, Kellen Gillooley, Joel Glasman, Charlie Miller, 
Devlin Rocha, Scott Brovarney, Jack DeWitt, Rasmus Green, 
Evan Farbstein, and Joe Wenzell. Overall, 28 different players 
have scored hat tricks this year. 

Sponsor Spotlight
Each week we feature the people behind the league, the ones 
who support it and make it work. This week’s sponsor:  
Dr. Kenneth L. Stasun, DDS 

Dr. Stasun is a specialist in orthodontics. He has been  
practicing in Half Moon Bay since 1980 and practices exclusively 
in Half Moon Bay. Dr. Stasun uses conventional orthodontic 
appliances as well as appliances that allow the patient’s own  
musculature to direct growth direction and tooth movement.  
He attended dental school at C.W.R.U. After his internship, he 
spent two years with the U.S.P.H.S. in charge of Indian dental 
clinics, one on the rim, and the other at the bottom of the Grand 
Canyon. Dr. Stasun left the service as a Lt. Commander and 
attended U.C.S.F. for his orthodontic residency.

With the exception of cross bites or large skeletal problems,  
Dr. Stasun is a firm believer in timing the start of orthodontic care 
to the pubertal growth spurt. This usually allows for a one-phase 
treatment approach (treating the patient once) in most cases.

He emphasizes that the proper time to start is not when all the baby 
teeth have been lost, rather when the first bicuspids are erupting.  
This signals a growth spurt and varies between ages 8 and 12. 

Dr. Stasun’s staff is composed of several coastsiders. They 
include Jill Impink, Lani Jones, and Inger Ball. His wife, Kathleen, 
retired from teaching and can be seen helping in his office. One of 
her favorite volunteer tasks is helping with the adoption of foreign 
babies. Dr. Stasun’s 23-year old son, Kevin, attends law school at 
Santa Clara University. Katelin, Dr. Stasun’s daughter, graduated 
from Sonoma State and also is in a paralegal program.

Dr. Stasun sponsors coach Lou Palladino’s PeeWee 2 team. 

Dr. Kenneth L. Stasun, D.D.S.
423 Johnston St.
Tel: (650) 726-7523 
See us on the web at bracesbystasun.com

Check ’em out, and support our NCHL sponsors!

Can You Find the Puck? Try to spot the puck in the picture below. The solution is upside-down on page 3. Bantam Division
B2 Ocean Shore Hardware defeated 
B3 HMB Lions Club 10-1

The men in black were bad to he bone, as hat tricks from Scott 
Brovarney and Kellen Gillooley enabled Ocean Shore Hardware 
to break open a tight game on the way to a 10-1 win over HMB 
Lions Club.

Gillooley scored through the 5-hole with 3:27 gone in the first on 
a pass from Mac Johnston. Just :20 later Brovarney sniped a high 
glove shot to make it 2-0, and Brovarney was credited with the 
team’s third goal after his 3/4 of a spin-o-rama shot was stopped 
by the goalie, but it went in off the defenseman’s skate as he spun 
soccer-style in a vain attempt to clear the puck. 

After a scoreless second period, Ocean Shore Hardware scored 
the third period’s only goal when Gillooley laid the lumber on the 
puck as he scored off a pass from Johnston to make it 4-0, 

Alex Infanzon-Marin made 15 saves for Ocean Shore 
Hardware, which erupted for 6 second-half goals top even its 
record at 3-3. Early in the fourth the team scored its fifth when 
Sammy Winters and Johnson passed the puck up the blue ice and 
found an open Gillooley, who rattled home the rubber for his third 
goal of the game and 8th of the season.

Brovarney scored his third of the day and 10th on the year at 
the 5:49 mark, and Winters took the ensuing faceoff and skated in 
untouched and roofed a high wristshot for his sixth of the season. 

Johnston scored on a slapshot right in front of the goalie to make 
it 8-0, and Winters scored his second to extend the lead to 9-0.  
To add insult to injury, (though there was no real injury except to 
Joe Wenzell’s pride as he took a late penalty), Johnston scored on 
a powerplay goal with 2:47 left to make it 10-0. 

Guest PeeWee player Rasmus Green played well on defense 
and put in the team’s lone goal off an assist by Wenzell with  
2:16 left in the game to make the final score 10-1. Tyler Olson 
made kick save after glove save on his way to turning aside a 
league-high 36 shots, while Sam Vaughn and Dante DiNapoli broke 
a number of rushes that could have resulted in additional scores. 

PeeWee Division
P3 islander Construction defeated 
P1 Dr. Moody 7-1 

Charlie Miller scored a hat trick to lead Islander Construction to 
a 7-1 win over Dr. Moody. 

Miller teamed with Kiernan Gillooley twice early, first on a 
rebound 1:03 into the game, and again just :17 later on a low slid-
ing forehand. Zane Cordero shot in a high forehand and the first 
period ended 3-0 in favor of the black skaters. Miller completed his 
hat trick when he took a Cordero pass. Defenders Dominic Padua 
and Tristan Keller  turned aside Dr. Moody forwards Nathaniel 
Rojo and Indigo Kinzey. 

Travis Modena stayed home on defense and broke up several 
rushes by Jessica Oseguera and Ben Bray, then scored one on his 
own on a nifty wraparound. Mark Brazil and Gloria Oseguera 
played well in goal, stopping a combined 20 shots. 

Tanner Islander went from goalie to forward and scored on a 
breakaway 4:45 into the fourth as he fired a sweet top-shelf  
forehand to make it 6-0, and then he skated around the defense  
and scored again on a low forehand move. 

Morgan Hovermale fired a hard forehand wrister just inside the 
far post with 2:05 left to spoil the shutout. 

P4 Dr. Maahs defeated P2 Dr. Stasun 10-2 
Despite wave after wave of offensive pressure by Dr. Maahs,  

Dr. Stasun played hard until the end, though two last-minute goals 
by Andy Olson were not enough to rally the blue-clad skaters. 

Dr. Maahs got on the board first when Ethan Glasman took a 
Tom Martin pass and put in a high forehand to the glove side. 

Rasmus Green scored with 1:32 left in the first as he went  
left-to-right by the net, got the goalie down, and shot in a low  
forehand under the sprawling goalie.  

Martin skated around the defense and scored inside the near post 
to make it a 3-goal game. 

Dimitri Weinstein took a pass from Martin and scored on a shot 
that deflected off a diving defender, to make it 4-0  with 6:31 left in 
the second. 

Weinstein scored on a long low wrist shot through the 5-hole to 
make it 5-0. Green scored on a forehand for his hat trick and his 
team’s sixth tally on a pass from Thomas Babb.

North Cossman scored a late hat trick, first off a scramble in 
front of the net, then on a forehand, and then a third goal with an 
assist to Babb. 

Green completed the Dr. Maahs scoring after CJ Trexler broke 
up the play in front of netminder Dexter Hamilton, who made 

Two More DoubleShoT QualifierS
Two shooters were right-on the mark in our Week 5 

DoubleShot contest, as Michelle Bonat and  
Jennifer Jennings each landed a puck within the center  
faceoff circle and another directly on the Boys and Girls Club  
logo to qualify for the finals of the DoubleShot DoubleShootout. 

Hinda Farbstein also won a Snack Buck by shooting one 
into the circle, as did Carol Glasman, Erlita Harley,  
Larry Hebb, Lynn & Jennifer Martuscelli, and  
Arnold Weinstein. 

Other contestants included Nancy Brazil & Emily Williams.

Michelle Bonat (above, with Chase Hebb) and Jennifer Jennings 
(right) each landed one in the circle and another directly on the Boys 
and Girls Club logo to qualify for the DoubleShot DoubleShootout. 

S

 Summer Roller Hockey Camp Signups 
   Did anyone else notice the improvement in skating and skills 

from the players who attended the Pinnacle Hockey Camp? 
We’re told they even had a lot of fun! There’s still time to sign 
up for Camp Sun ’n Fun, which will run for each of 3 weeks in 
August right here at the Boys and Girls Club Rink. 
Camp Sun ’n Fun offers 3 weeks of full- and half day activities, 
from Aug. 3–7, Aug. 10–14, and Aug. 17–21. 
   Call (415) 519-4867 or email CampSunNFun@sbcglobal.net

‘Find the Puck’ Solution 
Careful observers will spot the shadow under the stick of Travis 
Modena, who successfully completed his deft wraparound move.

19 saves on the day, and he lugged the rubber up the rink for his 
third goal.

Dr. Stasun battled to the end, and Antonio Roman and Liam 
Williams set up Andy Olson, who pushed across his 11th goal of 
the season with :33 left, and then :30 later he scored off a Williams 
pass to make the final score 10-2. 

Adam Mansell and Mason Martuscelli set up each other in 
front of the goal, but neither could convert. Marek Palladino and 
Jordan Shepherd broke up several passes by the high-octane  
Dr. Maahs offense, as Graham Wylie made 20 saves against the 
division leaders, who remained undefeated at 5-0.


